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we need a systematic
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The Bush of Knowledge
All the disciplines

For Christian critique of science
and science teaching
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The religion (aka ‘faith’ or ‘worldview’)
behind the ‘evolution’ of secular
science is:

Atheism
Remember that someone’s religion
is not what they might claim it is, or
even what they might think it is!!
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Someone’s religion is Atheism
if they live and act:

•
•

•

as if Godless and faithless
life is really normal!

as if there is no God
as if faith is irrelevant
to everyday life

Would it feel normal to you?
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The general philosophy of
evolution

3.

discipline philosophies
paradigm
theories

data

Two philosophical views are crucial to
the secular understanding of
‘evolution’:

•
•

naturalism

Naturalism
intelligent
life

“evolution is understood to be
the result of an unguided,
unplanned process of random
variation and natural selection.”

Nothing

death

nothing

•

Physical nature is all
there is.

There is no independent
existence of mind

•

There is no intelligence, design
or purpose behind, or at work
in the universe
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matter &
energy

nothing

Naturalism

Naturalism

•

life

Nothing

38 Nobel Laureates, 09/09/2005

There is no immaterial realm
beyond physical detection (no
spirit, soul, angels, God)

view of thinking atheists

Naturalism

The view that everything can
be explained solely in terms of
physical matter and energy.

•

The most common philosophical

evolutionism

Naturalism (aka Materialism)

•

Naturalism

There is no moral order
in the universe

•

There is no ultimate
meaning to life

•

There is no free will for
humans

•

The physical universe is
eternal, or self-generating

Physical nature
(world of matter
& energy) is all
there is
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“Above us only sky”
(John Lennon)

There is no
intelligence,
design or
purpose
behind, or at
work in the
universe.

There is no
human mind,
only the
mindless
chemistry of
brain matter.

There are no
spirits, souls,
angels, demons,
gods or God.

There is no
objective or
universal
moral order

Given Naturalism there is
no good and no evil. The
world is not this way or
that way. It just is. What
happens is what
happens. No more can
be said.

If naturalist science removes any basis
for belief in God, it also removes any
basis for belief in autonomous humans.

There is no
ultimate
meaning to
life

God
Naturalist Science

Humans
There is no human free will
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STOP and THINK!
Can you really
believe in
naturalism?

Darwinism, for both its original
author and its leading modern
proponents, is the naturalistic
theory of evolution

Charles Darwin
“If I were convinced that
I required such additions
to the theory of natural
selection, I would reject it as rubbish
… I would give nothing for the theory
of Natural Selection, if it requires
miraculous additions at any one
stage of descent.”
(Letter to Charles Lyell)

Lawrence Krauss

Lawrence Krauss

Darwinism is the atheist /
secularist’s naturalist
origins story

Lawrence Krauss
… and the only way
they could get into your
body is if those stars
were kind enough to
explode. So, forget
Jesus. The stars died
so that you could be
here today.” (Krauss, 2009)
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… and the only way
they could get into your
body is if those stars
were kind enough to
explode. So, forget
Jesus. The stars died
so that you could be
here today.” (Krauss, 2009)

“You are all
stardust … the
elements … that
matter for evolution
…were created in
the nuclear
furnaces of stars …

The general philosophy of
evolution
Two philosophical views are crucial to
the secular understanding of
‘evolution’:

•

naturalism

•

evolutionism

4.

Evolutionism

The religious root of evolution
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How do we account for this
unity and order of the world:

It has an intelligible unity and
order that our minds can grasp

•

if there is no Creator
outside the world?

Without that unity and order
there could be neither
philosophy nor science

•

if the unity has to be
found within the world?

Secular Answer:
Evolutionism
Everything that has ever existed
is part of a great continuity in
space and time
This is said to account for the
rational unity and order that
the universe displays.

Many common descriptions of
evolution refer to this belief in
universal continuity:
Amoeba to Man
hydrogen to humans
dust to stars

This principle of continuity
is seen as the only possible
naturalistic basis for reason
and science

The principle of continuity
= evolutionism

particles to people
goo to you via the zoo

Richard Lewontin

Richard Lewontin

(evolutionary geneticist, Harvard)

Darwinism =
Naturalism + Evolutionism
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“It is not that the
methods and
institutions of science
somehow compel us
to accept a material
explanation for the
phenomenal world …

… but, on the contrary, that
we are forced by our a priori
adherence to material causes
to create an apparatus of
investigation and a set of
concepts that produce
material explanations …
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Richard Lewontin

… no matter how counterintuitive,
no matter how mystifying to the
uninitiated. Moreover, that
materialism is absolute, for we
cannot allow a divine foot in the
door.”
(New York Review of Books, 9 January 1997,
page 31)

Origin of Life [OOL]
OOL studies have taught us a lot,
but as regards OOL they have
bequeathed us abysmal results
and seemingly insurmountable
problems

5.

Two Foundational
Laws of Biology

•

The Law of Biogenesis

•

The Law of Heredity

OOL – Competing Reactions

1. The Law of Biogenesis:

Living things arise only from
other living things

2. The Law of Heredity:

What nature and OOL
experiments overwhelmingly
give us are geopolymers –
complex red oils and black tars
– not the molecules of life

Living things arise only from other
living things of the same kind

Variation
These two laws are the most
rigorously tested and confirmed
in the whole of biology
No exceptions have ever been
found
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6.

•

All living organisms
belong to distinct
natural kinds

•

Variation and
hybridisation
occur only within
these kinds

Variation
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Variation

•

•

Existing evidence
shows that variation
is limited and
relatively trivial
Every experimental
attempt to push past
the kind limits has
failed

Information is:

•

irreducible to physics and
chemistry – to matter and
energy;

•

independent of the physical
embodiment or carrier.

A Simple Illustration

The distribution of meaningful
words in English

Bacteria
“Throughout 150 years of the
science of bacteriology, there is no
evidence that one species of bacteria
has changed into another”

Information

Prof Alan Linton, Bacteriologist, Bristol
(THES, 20 April 2001, page 29 )

The same information may
be conveyed as writing on
paper, magnetic points on a
computer’s hard disk, as
electric domains in a randomaccess memory, as bumps on a
CD, or as bases in DNA.

About one in 30 of 3-letter
words is meaningful in
English
hat  cat  can  tan  tin
 bin  bun  fun  fen
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7.





Information in Proteins

chains of amino
acids

complex folded
structures

Only about I in 100,000
of 7-letter words is
meaningful in English
Only about I in 100 trillion
of 12-letter words is
meaningful in English
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Proteins
Words are arbitrary
Amino acid sequences in
proteins are not arbitrary

The proteins of life contain
hundreds or thousands of
amino acid ‘letters’

Many of these islands are
separated by thousands or
millions of bits of
information

There are small islands of
functional protein in vast
oceans of non-function

No known, unguided, natural
processes have been shown
to be able to cross even a 50
bit information gap – not
even in computer simulations

It is an argument from
evidence:
On the other hand, we do
know that intelligence can
produce unlimited quantities
of new functional information
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So the crucial point is that
this is not an argument
from incredulity, or a ‘godof-the-gaps’ argument

1. From the negative evidence
of the inability of unguided
natural forces to produce
even relatively small gains
in functional information
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Fish Fossils
2. From the positive evidence
that intelligence can
produce unlimited
quantities of new
functional information

8.

Fossils

How complete is
the fossil record?

Tips of the
twigs (living
species) are
vastly
outnumbered
by the
branches and
trunk (extinct
ancestors)

In general, what do
extinct animal and plant
species represent?

•
•

Typically 40-80% of living
species are found as fossils
For genera (plants) and
families (animals) figures
are typically 80% and above

Living

Known fossil

Bivalve families

53

Bivalve genera
Bivalve species

Even for poorly represented
groups the figures are high
(e.g. 88% for bird families)

Reference

90.6 Valentine (1989)

132

111

84.2 Valentine (1989)

230

184

80.1 Valentine (1989)

Gastropod families

60

53

88.3 Valentine (1989)

Gastropod genera

159

130

81.8 Valentine (1989)

Gastropod species

468

354

75.6 Valentine (1989)

Terrestrial
vertebrate orders

43

42

97.7 Romer (1966)

Terrestrial
vertebrate families

329

261

79.1 Romer (1966)

Terrestrial
vertebrate families
(excluding birds)

178

156

87.8 Romer (1966)

Ostracods

•

% Known fossil

48
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•

Fossil fish belong to existing
fish kinds …

•

… or to equally distinct
extinct fish kinds

•

Missing links are … missing

Because missing links are absent,
evolutionists have to assume the
fossil record is very incomplete:

•

99% of all species extinct?

•

99.9%?

•

99.99%?

•

Fossils of living species
outnumber fossils of extinct
species by about 10:1!!

60 Paul (1990)
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Evolutionist Reductionism in
Heredity and Development

1. DNA (a chemical)

9.

Developmental Biology

is the sole carrier
of information in
heredity and
development

But Developmental Biology
shows that:

3. Mutations in the
DNA lead to new
organisms and
explain the
evolutionary
descent of all
living things

•
•



building materials

start with just DNA,

(proteins), but not

but always with whole cells,

the architect’s plans

whole organisms

DNA is Not Everything

Zebrafish
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2. Heredity and
development never

Fruit Flies

create both the
music and the
CD player !!

of an organism are
encoded in its DNA
(as blueprint or
recipe)

1. DNA encodes the

DNA is Not Everything

DNA reductionism
is like saying the
bumps on a CD

2. All characteristics

Every possible development gene
has been mutated.
It doesn’t even change the species.
There is no empirical
evidence that gene mutations
can change one kind of
organism into another.
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Fiddling with a chimp’s DNA leads
to one of only three outcomes:
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Is there a Scientific Theory of
Evolution?

Is there a Scientific Theory of
Evolution?

(1) Embryological Development

(2) Evolutionary Development

How? No theory!

How? No theory!

• a variety of normal
chimp

• an abnormal chimp
• a dead chimp.

THE

END
No theory that lacks such
crucial support can be
regarded as robust

BIOLOGY:
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